Assembly
Start with the pilots because you need the overnight
drying time to make a good seam.
Wet sanding the back of the part sheet will get you
the most accurate trim possible. Work in a figure
“8” until the edges become thin. (180 grit paper on
a flat surface)
Holding the sheet to a bright light will help show
you where pressure needs to be applied. If you
break through, stop and finish the job with a hobby
knife.
Use a pencil and mark the work surface by tracing around the pilot.
Apply model cement along the line then dip both pilot half edges in the adhesive.
Align the halves at the head first then adjust at the shoulders.
Practice this step first and keep a rag handy to keep your fingers clean
Allow the guys to dry over night then sand the seam and you are ready for primer and any
filler you might think you need

The bathtub
Trim the cockpit tub along the trim lines so you can start
fitting it to the fuselage.
Epoxy the provided stick to the tab at the forward end.
Roughing the surface and drilling small holes will get you a
“for sure” bond. Note that you will need to trim the tub close
to net trim at the forward and aft ends; rough trim the canopy
and use it to judge. This step will ensure the assembly will fit
properly when the project is completed.
Use sandwich wrap to line the small square recess at the aft
end of the cockpit
hole. Pick out the
magnet from the
old canopy hatch
and allow it to

hold down the plastic wrap. Apply a dab of epoxy to the magnet and the space in the tub
and install the tub in the fuselage with a weight to hold it down. I like JB weld due to its
viscosity, however baking soda can be added to epoxy to make it thicker. The point is
you don’t want to allow it to be running all over and making a mess of things.
Panels
Cut the plastic away from the panel parts with a hobby knife. Is much easier to allow the
knife blade to follow the corners by cutting from the inside .
For the instrument panels, cut the plastic away leaving a flange. This will be the edge that
will bond the instrument panel in place.
Apply adhesive to the edge and install the panels flush to the front edge of their mate.
Allow the bond to dry then sand the edges flush to each other. You can tell if your are
sanding too early when the plastic comes off the part in soft gummy wads.
Spray paint the instrument panel with a thin coat of flat black paint . After it dries hold
the instrument panel face down on the work surface and spray your interior color. I used
primer gray so it will match the canopy panels later.

Instruments
This part I love doing but you have to be careful not to
make a bunch of clocks.
I used an old throwing dart to scratch the black paint
away for the instrument markings.
A few dots of color for warning lights and silver hashes
for switches.
For the instrument glass lenses I prop up the instrument
panel face level and apply a drop of 30 min epoxy.
Don’t over do it and use a tooth pick to spread it to the
edges then let gravity do it’s part
Back to the tub
Tape off the edge of the tub where the canopy contacts
the tub and prime. Add the details you want then
scratch the paint off the areas the panels and pilots will
go.

I used cement to bond the forward panel and glare shield in place and switched to silicone
as a bonding medium for the rest because it allows adjusting time.
As each part goes in place, test the canopy fit to ensure the crew and seats don’t interfere
with the canopy fit.
Canopy
Tape off the windows and sand the
bond surface, be careful not to
scratch the windows.
Do the same to the tub.
Clean any unwanted bits from the
tub and now is the last chance you
will have to clean fingerprints from
the windows.
Tuck the corner of a sandwich bag
into a small cup.
(a shot glass would have been better)
Put JB weld or thickened epoxy in
the bag then remove the bag from the
cup.
Twist the open end to seal the bag and kneed the bag to mix the epoxy.
Nick the corner off the end of the bag with a razor. Just the tip, keep the hole small.
Use the bag to apply epoxy to the tub edge then put the
canopy in place. Hold it there until the epoxy sets. You
might have to rub the sides down but don’t over do it.
All that is left is to trim the excess plastic away. Use
scissors or tin snips to remove the most of it then use a
dremmel sander to finish the job. I took mine right up
to the canopy edge.
This is where I jump off the band wagon.
Like I said I have a blank page with this one so I had to
break out the paint and make it my own.

